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Single-neutron knockout reactions: Application to the spectroscopy of16,17,19C
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The structure of the neutron-rich carbon isotopes16,17,19C has been investigated using one-neutron knockout
reactions on a9Be target at approximately 60 MeV/nucleon. Partial cross sections and associated momentum
distributions corresponding to final states of the15,16,18C residues were measured and compared with predic-
tions based on a shell-model theory and an eikonal model of the reaction mechanism. Spectroscopic factors and
l -value assignments are given. The ground-state spins of17,19C are3

2
1 and 1

2
1, respectively. It is suggested that

the accepted one-neutron separation energy for the ground state of19C needs to be revised upwards.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Single-nucleon transfer reactions at low beam energ
have been of great importance for understanding nuc
structure since they identify directly single-particle comp
nents of the nuclear wave function@1–3#. The classic tools
have been stripping and pickup reactions, such as the (d,p)
and (p,d) reactions, and the analogous reactions for prob
proton states. For medium mass and heavy targets these
ions have a short mean free path inside the nucleus.
reactions are therefore surface dominated and probe
nuclear wave function in this region. They can be describ
as one-step processes involving the transfer of a nucleo
or from a given single-particle state. The development
theoretical methods such as the distorted-waves Born
proximation ~DWBA! has facilitated the use of transfer r
actions to make angular momentum assignments from
shapes of angular distributions, and to deduce spectrosc
factors from the magnitudes of measured cross sections

We have recently begun the development of a new te
nique suited for spectroscopic studies of rare nuclei produ
with low intensity as beams from fragmentation reactio
The projectile residues formed by removing a single nucle
in the interaction with a light target are observed in inve
kinematics. The final states of the heavy residues are ide
fied by their gamma decay@4–8#. The gamma rays tag reac
tions leading to individual discrete final levels and allow
determination of differential and integrated partial cross s
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tions. It is possible to extend this technique to unbound fi
states by reconstructing the invariant mass~or other param-
eters of the intermediate state! from observations of the
breakup products, see the recent work of Chenet al. @9# deal-
ing with proton knockout from11Be leading to the unbound
systems10Li and 9He.

The recoil momentum of the heavy residue conveys inf
mation equivalent to the ‘‘missing momentum’’ obtained b
reconstructing a reaction with light particles, e.g., the clas
cal (p,2p) knockout reactions. The shape of the longitudin
distribution identifies the orbital angular momentuml of the
removed nucleon, while the absolute removal cross sec
determines the spectroscopic factors. The transverse mom
tum components carry essentially the same information,
they are more sensitive to contributions from the react
mechanism such as Coulomb deflection and diffractive s
tering.

The principal virtue of our technique for the spectrosco
of rare isotopes is its high sensitivity, which is of paramou
importance in experiments aimed at exploring nuclei at
limits of particle stability, the so-called drip lines. This
illustrated in the following, where we present results fro
reactions with an incident beam intensity of less than o
particle per second. The special experimental strength of
technique lies in the high energy of the beam particles
the detection of only the heavy residue. The high ene
allows the use of thick targets and gives a strong forw
focusing and hence a detection efficiency close to unity
also allows the secondary beam and ‘‘tertiary’’ fragments
be tracked particle by particle, so that there is essentially
background. There are also important theoretical advanta
The high beam energies invite the use of reaction mod
based on the sudden and the eikonal approximations@5,10#,
which have high predictive power. These methods can
used to relate the measured single-nucleon removal c
sections to theoretical spectroscopic information using, a
our previous work, a fixed set of theoretical input para
eters.

The first applications of the knockout reaction meth
were aimed at clarifying specific features of exotic nuc
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that are otherwise well understood, such as thel assignments
and spectroscopic factors for the presumed proton halo s
of 26,27,28P @4#, and the spectroscopic factors linking know
states in10,11,12Be @5,6,8#, and in 13,14B @7#. In this paper we
present results for the neutron-rich carbon isotopes16,17,19C
about which much less is known. However, they have b
the subject of a number of recent theoretical and experim
tal studies@11–25#. We show, in particular~in agreement
with Ref. @18#!, that the19C ground state is similar to11Be
and has a well-developed halo.

This paper begins with an outline of the essential featu
of the experimental and theoretical techniques used. Sep
sections then present the results for each projectile, and
tailed discussions of previous experimental and theoret
work are deferred to these parts of the paper. Finally,
conclusion offers some comments and a perspective on
potential of knockout reactions for precise single-parti
structure studies with beams of rare isotopes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The experiments were performed at the National Sup
conducting Cyclotron Laboratory~NSCL! at Michigan State
University. Radioactive beams of16,17,19C at approximately
60 MeV/nucleon were produced by fragmentation of an
MeV/nucleon 22Ne primary beam on a thick9Be target.
These secondary beams were purified in the A1200 fragm
separator@26# by the combination of magnetic analysis a
an intermediate degrader. The resulting beam was deliv
to the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1, consisting of th
parts: a dispersion-matching beam line, a target surroun
by an array of NaI~Tl! gamma detectors@27#, and the S800
spectrograph@28# used for detecting the projectile residu
from the reaction.

A. Cross section and momentum distribution
of the knockout residue

The A1200 separator has been designed to accept a
momentum bite, up to 3% in normal operation. One te
nique for performing high resolution experiments with su
beams is the use of a dispersion-matched system, in w
the spread in incident momentum is compensated by disp

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The dispersion-matched beam
delivers a secondary beam of radioactive ions on the target arra
ment shown schematically in the inset. The target is surrounde
an array of 38 NaI~Tl! detectors, 20 cm long and 5 cm in diamete
which detect gamma rays in coincidence with projectilelike fra
ments measured in the S800 spectrograph.
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ing the secondary beam on the reaction target and using
magnification of the spectrograph to cancel its dispersi
The S800 spectrograph@28# has been designed to operate
this way. Due to the large dispersion of the S800, the be
must be limited to a spread in relative momentum of 0.5
In this case, it is possible to study reaction products a
relative momentum resolution of 0.025%. The spectrogra
is characterized by a large angular acceptance~up to 20 msr
solid angle,65° horizontal,63.5° vertical, dispersive direc
tion! and by a momentum acceptance of62.5%. The posi-
tion and angles of the fragments were determined by twox/y
position-sensitive cathode-readout drift chambers@29# at the
focal plane of the spectrograph.

The incident16,17,19C projectiles were dispersion matche
and struck a 228 mg/cm2 9Be target. The average beam e
ergies at the target mid-plane were 62 MeV/nucleon
16,17C and 57 MeV/nucleon for19C. The beam intensities
were of 100–300 particles/s for16,17C and of as little as
.0.5– 1 particles/s for19C. Since the incident beams usual
contain several products, the intensities of the projectiles
interest were measured in short exposures with the settin
the spectrograph adjusted to the full beam momenta. A
this, long exposures at appropriately reduced field setti
identified the15,16,18C residues. Their full momentum distri
butions were reconstructed with the ion optics codeCOSY

INFINITY @30#. The intensities of the beams and residues w
normalized using the signals from a beam-line timer, a sc
tillator placed at the end of the A1200 separator.

At the focal plane of the S800, a segmented ionizat
chamber and a 5 cmthick plastic scintillator measured th
energy, energy loss, and time-of-flight of the residues. Th
data were used for particle identification purposes. The cr
sections for one-neutron removal reactions were calcula
as the yield of detected fragments divided by the yield
incident projectiles, taking into account the thickness a
number density of the9Be target.

The spectrograph acceptance provided complete mom
tum distributions for the narrow distributions correspondi
to low angular momentum (l 50,1) of the removed nucleon
The tails of higherl distributions were lost, due to both th
angular and the momentum acceptance. Corrections for t
losses were obtained with the following procedures. To e
mate losses due to the geometrical acceptance, Monte C
simulations of the S800 response were performed. The an
lar acceptance corrections thus obtained were applied to
measured momentum distributions. Due to the finite mom
tum acceptance, the momentum distributions correspond
to l 52 needed careful examination, as only the contribut
of the central part was measured. The additional contri
tions from the~unobserved! tails, typically a 10% correction
were estimated from the theoretical curves used to inter
the measured data and described in Sec. III B.

The measured cross sections, corrected for angular
acceptance losses, are listed in Table I and were use
extract the absolute partial cross sections, obtained from
gamma-ray data as described below. The total error of 1
in the cross sections obtained for one-neutron removal re
tions from the16,17C projectiles includes uncertainties in ta
get thickness, incident particle rate, particle identificatio
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TABLE I. Partial cross sectionss ~in mb! and branching ratiosb ~in %! for the various final statesI p in
the residues produced in9Be(16,17C,15,16C)X at E562 MeV/nucleon and in9Be(19C,18C)X at E557 MeV/
nucleon. The theoretical cross sectionss th are calculated from Eq.~1! using the WBP spectroscopic facto
C2S and the single-particle cross sectionsssp. For 16C the values ofs th include overlap factors of 0.897 an
0.948, respectively~see text!. The neutron separation energy of19C was assumed to be 0.8 MeV.

E(MeV) I p l C2S ssp s th sexp bth bexp

(16C,15C) 0.0 1
2

1 0 0.60 64 34 3266 44 4266
0.74 5

2
1 2 1.23 37 43 4567 56 5866

s tot 77 7769

(17C,16C) 0.0 01 2 0.03 53 2 22611 2 1969
1.77 21 0 0.16 75 12 1667 12 1466

2 1.44 37 53 44611 53 3868
sum 65 60612 65 5268

4.1a 2,3(1),41 0 0.22 50 11 262 11 262
2 0.76 29 22 3167 22 2765

sum 33 3367 33 2965
s tot 100 115614

(19C,18C) 0.0 01 0 0.58 136 79 148650 46 5669
1.6b 21 2 0.48 34 16
4.0b 01 0 0.32 45 14
4.9b 21,31 2 2.44 26 63

sum 93 116645 54 44611
s tot 172 264680

aThe components of this group have been analyzed together. We identify them with three states pred
theory in the range 4.9–5.7 MeV. The main contributions were given by at least two components.
bAll excited states in18C were analyzed as one group~see text!. The energy 1.6 MeV for the 21 is the
experimental value; the WBP calculation gives 2.16 MeV.
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and acceptance. For the19C projectile a total error of 30%
was estimated, due to significant fluctuations in the rate
incident projectiles.

As is pointed out in Secs. I and III, the momentum co
ponents parallel to the beam direction are those that car
clean signature of the momentum content related to
single-particle state in question. We show the results in
laboratory system, and the measured quantity is actually
total momentum, which has been projected onto the be
axis to give the quantityPuu used in the figures of the prese
paper. Since the residue’s deflection angle is small, typic
a few degrees, the difference between the total momen
and the parallel momentum is small. The laboratory distri
tions are broadened by the relativisticg factor, which has to
be included in the comparisons with theory.

B. Gamma-ray detection

The excited states of the residues were tagged by an i
ring of 11 cylindrical NaI~Tl! scintillators surrounding the
target. Each scintillator was read out by two photomultipl
tubes, one at each end, thus allowing the determination
both the energy and the interaction point of the photon in
detector. The position information provided by the arr
made it possible to correct for the Doppler shift in the ene
of the g rays emitted by the fast (b.0.34) residues. The
back transformation to the center-of-mass~c.m.! system,
however, does not generate the spectrum that would h
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been observed from a source at rest due to the energy de
dence of the detection efficiency and, especially, events
which radiation has escaped from the crystal. Examples
these are annihilation radiation and Compton-scattered p
tons. Since the reconstruction cannot identify these featu
the part of the response function that lies below the fu
energy peak gets smeared. This may seem unimportant s
the full-energy peaks obviously are reconstructed correc
However, an accurate understanding of the measured e
lope of the gamma spectrum requires knowledge also of
shape of the continuum distributions underlying the pea
For the decomposition of the measured spectrum, comp
response functions were constructed in a numerical sim
tion in the following way.

For a gamma ray of a given energy, assumed to be
tropically emitted in the projectile c.m. system, a sequence
Lorentz-boostedg events with the appropriate angular dist
bution was generated in a Monte Carlo procedure. Th
were subsequently used in the Monte Carlo codeGEANT @31#,
which simulated the energy deposited in the detectors as
as losses generated by interactions with chamber walls
detector mounts. One million events were generated fo
given energy. For each event the~random! outcome was ran-
domly broadened by the energy resolution, which was
sumed to scale with the square root of the energy and
fixed to the measured resolution corresponding to a
width at half maximum~FWHM! of 7.5% at 1.33 MeV.
3-3
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Based on the spatial resolution of 1.5 cm FWHM, the
quence of simulatedg signals were corrected event-by-eve
for the Doppler shift to construct the apparent energy in
c.m. system. Histograms of the simulated events created
reference line shapes. The resulting shapes were app
mated by smooth analytical curves~to eliminate statistical
fluctuations from the Monte Carlo procedure! and were used
for fitting the observed spectra. The reliability of the sim
lations was verified by comparing measured and simula
g-ray spectra from ~necessarily stationary! calibration
sources. An agreement to within 10% in the absolute int
sity was found.

A complication in the data analysis was the presence
continuum distribution varying approximately exponentia
with energy. We attribute this to neutrons, gamma rays,
charged particles produced in the target and to their sec
ary interactions with construction materials and the scinti
tor. This distribution has been seen consistently in previ
experiments@4,6–8# with an intensity, for gamma energie
above 0.25 MeV, of approximately 9% per outgoing fra
ment. Although it reduces the sensitivity to weak transitio
~the 17C analysis shows an example of this!, it does not
significantly interfere with the fitting of the gamma-ray e
ergies and intensities.

The measured branching ratios deduced from the gam
intensities ~with indirect feeding taken into account! are
given in Table I. In the case of the reaction of17C leading to
the first excited level of16C the momentum distributions o
the residues observed in coincidence with gamma rays
responded to a mixture of thel values 0 and 2. This ha
served to subdivide the experimental branching ratio furth
corresponding to the twol values. A similar case was foun
in 14B @7#.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The application of knockout reactions for spectrosco
studies grew out of studies of the neutron halo@32#, where
the large cross sections and narrow momentum distribut
observed in the breakup of neutron halo systems provi
evidence for the large size of the halo. It was shown
Bertschet al. and others@33,34,10# that the eikonal approxi-
mation, previously used for nucleon-nucleus scattering
high energies, gave a good description of the cross sect
for such reactions on light targets. From this also follows t
the outgoing fragment’s longitudinal momentum distributi
reflects the momentum content of the wave function in
volume sampled by the projectile’s interaction with the t
get @35–37#. The cross sections and momentum distributio
are very sensitive to the angular momentum and separa
energy of the nucleon in the initial state.

More recently it has been shown that there are also ap
ciable cross sections for the removal of a nucleon from
occupied nonhalo single-particle states in the projectile.
example of this is furnished by the example of the lig
phosphorus isotopes, where the knockout of the halo pro
from the ground state constitutes only 30–55 % of the to
measured knockout cross section@4#. Even for the very pro-
nounced single-neutron halo nucleus11Be, one finds by com-
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paring the original inclusive experiment@38# on the
9Be(11Be,10Be)X reaction at 66 MeV/nucleon with the ex
clusive measurement with gamma rays in coincidence@6#,
that 22% of the cross section populates excited levels of
10Be residues. The momentum distributions of the hea
residues arising from knockout from deeply bound states
be calculated using the same techniques as for the
states.

Similarly, extending the eikonal approximation as appli
to halo nucleus ground states to treat the removal of a n
halo nucleon from the initial state, Tostevin@5# writes the
cross sections th(I

p), for populating a given final stateI p of
the residue or core, as

s th~ I p!5(
j

C2S~ I p,nl j !ssp~Sn ,nl j !. ~1!

HereC2S, the spectroscopic factor for removal of a nucle
with given single-particle quantum numbers (nl j ), expresses
the parentage of this configuration in the initial state w
respect to the specific stateI p of the remaining nucleons
Following nucleon removal this is assumed to be the fi
state of the residue, which is therefore assumed to behav
a spectator particle and to interact at most elastically with
target@39#. The sum in Eq.~1! is taken over all configura-
tions which have a nonvanishing parentage. Thessp are the
single-particle removal cross sections, which are strongly
pendent on the orbital angular momentuml and the neutron
separation energySn . We discuss the calculation of thes
quantities below.

The approach of the present paper and its predeces
has been adopted in recent work by Sauvanet al. @24#, who
have measured inclusive one-neutron removal cross sec
and momentum distributions for 23 nuclei in thep–sd shell.
The results are in good agreement with calculations base
techniques that are essentially identical to those used her
particular, the results for the inclusive absolute cross sect
suggest that the method may actually be more accurate
the 620% conservative estimate proposed in the followin
It is also interesting to compare this and our results with
measurements of charge-changing cross sections (scc) re-
ported by Chulkovet al. @21#. In their analysis they obtain
total neutron-removal cross sectionss2xn by taking the dif-
ference between interaction cross sectionss I andscc. While
the s I and scc can be discussed in terms of global dens
distributions, Chulkovet al. find that thes2xn show a more
complicated behavior suggesting the influence of nucl
structure effects. The present work shows how these ca
accounted for in the one-neutron removal channel thro
the use of spectroscopic factors calculated from a ma
particle wave function. An example of how these effects c
show up in the two-neutron removal channel is offered
our recent experiment on12Be @8#, where a sizable fraction
of the one-neutron removal cross section populates the
bound 0d5/2 state in 11Be.
3-4
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TABLE II. The reaction9Be(17C,16C)X at E562 MeV/nucleon, for a17C ground-state spinJp5
5
2

1 or
1
2

1, see Table I.

Jp(17C) E(MeV) I p l C2S ssp s th sexp bth(%) bexp(%)

5
2

1 0.0 01 2 0.70 53 37 22611 35 1969
1.77 21 0 0.10 75 8 1667 7 1466

2 0.22 37 8 44611 7 3868
sum 16 60612 14 5268

4.1a 2,3(1),41 0 0.39 50 20 262 19 262
2 1.16 29 34 3167 32 2765

sum 54 3367 51 2965
s tot 107 115614

1
2

1 0.0 01 0 0.64 148 95 22611 57 1969
1.77 21 2 0.39 37 14 60612 9 5268
3.03 01 0 0.29 59 17 – 10 –
4.1a 2,3(1) 2 1.39 29 40 3367 24 2965

s tot 166 115614

aThe components of this group have been analyzed together. We identify them with three states pred
theory in the range 4.9–5.7 MeV. The main contributions were given by at least two components.
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A. Theory of the spectroscopic factors of the neutron-rich
carbon isotopes

A number of recent papers cited above have discussed
properties of the heavy carbon isotopes within the fram
work of particle-core-coupling models, cluster models a
global density distributions. Although such models provi
qualitative insight into the structure and resulting cross s
tions of the ground states, they do not furnish a unified
scription of all states. We have instead relied on shell-mo
calculations. The natural shell-model space for these nu
is the complete set of basis states spanned by the neutro
1s1/2, 0d5/2, and 0d3/2 (sd-shell! orbits together with pro-
tons in 0p3/2 and 0p1/2 (p-shell! orbits.

The Hamiltonian for the neutrons in thesd-shell is well
established by Wildenthal’s USD interaction@40#. The USD
two-body matrix elements are assumed to scale with mas
(18/A)0.3, which is about the form expected for a finite ran
interaction @40#. However, there may be structure and/
binding-energy considerations which would cause a de
tion from this dependence; the comparisons we make in
work will serve as a test of this assumption. Thep-shell
Hamiltonian is also well established@41#. The proton-
neutron (p–sd) part of the Hamiltonian is based upon th
work of Warburton and Brown~WB! @41#. WB considered
all of the known data~165 levels! in the mass regionA
510– 20 which could be associated with thep–sd Hamil-
tonian. Among the 165 energy-level data considered w
those of 15C: 1

2
1 and 5

2
1; 16C: 01, 21, 31, and 41; 17C:

3
2

1; 18C: 01 and 21; and 19C: 1
2

1.
Two types of p-sd Hamiltonians were developed:~1!

WBT was modeled on a set of two-body matrix eleme
~TBME! obtained from a bareG matrix, and~2! WBP was
modeled on a one-boson exchange potential~OBEP! which
includes the one-pion exchange potential~OPEP! ~fixed at its
known strength! and a long-range~monopole! interaction.
For input to the shell-model calculations, WBP and WBT a
expressed in terms of TBME. Both mass-dependent
02461
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mass-independent TBME were studied, and the latter g
the best agreement with the 165 energy data. For WBT,
linear combinations of the 95p-sd TBME were adjusted to
fit the data. For WBP, 10 parameters associated with
strength of the OBEP terms were varied. The root-me
squared~rms! deviations for the 165p-sd data were 389
keV for WBP and 330 keV for WBT. Comparisons betwe
the predictions made with WBP and WBT will give an ind
cation of the theoretical error in these type of calculatio
WBP is an evolution of the Millener-Kurath potential mod
for the p-sd interaction which was developed earlier@42#.

The WBP and WBT interactions have been used to p
dict many properties of nuclei in theA510– 20 mass region
@43,6,8#. In general, the wave functions and spectrosco
properties with WBP and WBT are similar, but there a
differences in the energy-level details, especially when
levels are spaced more closely than the 350 keV rms de
tion established in their derivation. In the present context,
calculations provide both level energies and the requi
spectroscopic factorsC2S. These are presented in Tables
and II and discussed in detail in the following sections.

For both 17C and 19C there is a triplet of low-lying levels
with spin-parity 1

2
1, 3

2
1, and 5

2
1. The ordering of these lev

els differs between WBP and WBT. WBP gives for17C: 3
2

1

~ground state!, 5
2

1 at 0.03 MeV, and1
2

1 at 0.30 MeV; and
for 19C: 1

2
1 ~ground state!, 5

2
1 at 0.19 MeV, and3

2
1 at 0.62

MeV. WBT gives for 17C: 5
2

1 ~ground state!, 3
2

1 at 0.08
MeV, and 1

2
1 at 0.27 MeV; and for19C: 5

2
1 ~ground state!,

1
2

1 at 0.5 MeV, and3
2

1 at 0.40 MeV. The present exper
mental results give3

2
1 for the 17C ground state and12

1 for
the 19C ground state. Thus the WBP interaction is favored
this respect. However, it does not rule out WBT since
required levels associated with the experimental spins
within the nominal 350 keV deviation expected. Deta
about the wave functions will be discussed in Sec. IV. T
WBP interaction will be used for the spectroscopic facto
Generally, the spectroscopic factors obtained for WBP a
3-5
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WBT are very similar, and we will comment on any impo
tant differences. The spectroscopic factors between the
lying positive parity states are related to pickup froms andd
orbitals. Pickup from thep orbitals leads to negative parit
states at excitation energies above the neutron-decay th
old, and are thus not observed in the present experimen

B. Theory of the single-particle cross sections

The cross sectionsssp in Eq. ~1! were calculated in the
eikonal model@5#. The same input parameter set was used
in the reported analyses of Refs.@4,6–8#. The calculation of
each single-particle cross section assumes that the rem
nucleon is described by a normalized single-particle w
function with quantum numbers (nl j ) moving with respect
to the core of remaining nucleons in statec[I p. Such con-
figurations are writtenufJM

c &, whereJ is the magnitude and
M the projection of the projectile’s ground-state total angu
momentum,J5I1 j .

Since only the residue is detected, and not the neutr
these single-particle cross sections are a sum of the co
butions from removal of the neutron due to elastic break
~diffraction dissociation! and absorption~stripping! @39#,
ssp5ssp

diff1ssp
str. These two contributions are computed sep

rately, as integrals over the projectile’s center of mass imp
parameter, using@5#

ssp
diff5

1

2J11E dbF(M ^fJM
c uu~12ScSn!u2ufJM

c &

2 (
M ,M8

u^fJM8
c u~12ScSn!ufJM

c &u2G ~2!

and

ssp
str5

1

2J11E db(
M

^fJM
c u~12uS nu2!uScu2ufJM

c &. ~3!

Here the quantitiesSc and Sn are the elasticS matrices, or
profile functions@44,45#, for the core-target and remove
neutron-target systems, expressed as functions of their
vidual impact parameters. These are calculated using the
tical limit of Glauber theory@46#. The neutron-core relative
motion wave functionsufJM

c & are calculated in a Woods
Saxon potential with radius and diffuseness parameters
and 0.7 fm. The depth of the potential was adjusted to rep
duce the separation energy of the nucleon in the~initial! state
with given nl j . In those cases where a more strongly bou
nucleon is removed from a system which also binds a wea
bound and delocalized neutron, this few-body compo
structure of the residue uponSc was taken into account ex
plicitly, as in Ref.@5#.

Equation~3! allows a simple interpretation. It is the inte
gral over impact parameter, and average overM substates, of
the joint probability of the core being left intact by the rea
tion ~given by the quantityuS cu2) and of the neutron being
absorbed@given by the quantity (12uS nu2)#. The diffractive
cross section, Eq.~2!, is derived within the spectator cor
plus nucleon model by using closure to eliminate the nec
02461
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sary integral over all continuum final states of the dissocia
core and nucleon. The second term in Eq.~2! arises because
we assume that the dominant bound states contribution f
this closure relation is due to the bound statefJM

c of the
core-nucleon effective Hamiltonian which has maximu
overlap with the initial state. Contributions from any oth
bound states supported by the core-nucleon Hamiltonian
the form of inelastic amplitudes, are small, but will ad
terms to Eq.~2! which would reduce the calculated diffrac
tive cross section. For halo states, Eqs.~2! and ~3! make
roughly equal contributions to the single-particle cross s
tion. For more strongly bound states the contribution fro
Eq. ~2! is typically a factor of 2–3 smaller than that of Eq
~3! and may be smaller. It will be interesting to test th
assumption experimentally.

The essential parameters in the calculation of the fu
tions S are an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction and
rms matter radii of the assumed Gaussian matter distr
tions for the core and target nuclei. The9Be matter radius
was taken as 2.36 fm. The effective interaction, also assu
a Gaussian, used the free nucleon–nucleon cross sec
@47# and the real-to-imaginary ratio for the forward scatteri
amplitude tabulated by Ray@48# for 100 MeV nucleons. The
interaction range, of 0.5 fm, was chosen@5# so that the cal-
culated reaction cross sections are consistent with meas
values. Specifically, calculated reaction cross sections for
12C-12C and 27Al- 12C systems at 83 MeV/nucleon@49#, and
for the proton-9Be system at 60 MeV/nucleon@50#, were
consistent with experiment.

The point-particle rms matter radii for the carbon isotop
were first reported in Refs.@51,52#; we use here the results o
the recent paper by Ozawaet al. @17#. Our results are not
very sensitive to the matter radius; for19C an overall in-
crease of 10% reduces the calculated cross sections fo
moval of the halo or of more bound neutrons by 8% a
16%, respectively. The calculated single-particle cross s
tions, defined as the sum of the stripping and diffracti
dissociation contributions, are given in Table I. The use
alternative microscopic descriptions of the neutron-target
teraction, and correspondingSn , has been shown to calculat
very similarssp @53#.

Theoretical calculations of the longitudinal momentu
distributions of the core fragments were made in a simp
model, based on a black-disc approximation. In this,Sc and
Sn are assumed to be unity outside of a cutoff impact para
eter and zero inside@36#. These impact parameter cutof
were chosen to reproduce core-target reaction cross se
systematics@49# and the neutron-target reaction cross sect
of 306 mb at 60 MeV/nucleon.~The corresponding value
are 286 and 298 mb when calculated for 62 and 57 Me
respectively, with the parameters used for the partial cr
sections. The widths of the momentum distributions are
sensitive to the precise choice of target radius.! The neutron
relative motion wave functions were calculated in a Woo
Saxon potential, as above. In this model the profile functio
affect the limits of impact parameter integrations, and
momentum distribution takes the form of a one-dimensio
Wigner transform of the wave packet produced in the re
tion @36#. The integrated cross sections obtained with t
3-6
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procedure agree well with those calculated using the m
realistic profile functions. Test calculations show that t
shapes of the momentum distributions are much less se
tive to the choice of the impact-parameter cutoff than are
absolute values of the cross sections. In the following,
present these calculated shapes scaled to fit the observe
tensity, the idea being that the shape, taken separately, i
quantity that carries information on thel assignment. The
absolute value of the partial cross section then leads to
spectroscopic factor.

An alternative treatment, by Bonaccorso and Brink, h
also been applied to the longitudinal momentum distributio
of neutrons from the breakup of halo states@54–56#. They
use a semiclassical~constant velocity, straight line! approxi-
mation for the relative motion of the core and target, with
lower impact parameter cutoff, but a~nonsudden! quantum-
mechanical treatment of the interaction of the neutron w
the target. The treatment, which deals with the diffract
and the stripping parts in a consistent way, gives an exce
description of the angular distribution of neutrons followin
the breakup of11Be @54#. The breakup contribution to th
heavy residue longitudinal momentum distributions d
cussed in the present paper can be inferred from that of
neutron in the rest frame of the projectile. For (11Be, 10Begs)
breakup it was found@6# that the resulting shapes are esse
tially indistinguishable from those of the eikonal calculatio
A recent application to the carbon isotopes@56# reported
cross sections somewhat larger than those given in Tab
however, depending on the chosen set of optical parame
for the n19Be system, the agreement is better. Bonacco
finds @57# for the case of19C at 60 MeV/nucleon and an
assumed neutron separation energy of 0.5 MeV sin
particle cross sections, given as~stripping, diffraction in mb!,
of ~100, 76! in agreement with our~99, 71! for the ground
state. For an assumedl 52 cross section to a 1.62 MeV
excited level, she finds~21, 11! as compared with our value
of ~25, 11!. Reference@56# reports an interesting feature ari
ing from the inclusion of the spin dependence of the neut
interaction in the analysis. It turns out that different mome
tum signatures arise from the breakup of the 0d5/2 and 0d3/2
spin-orbit partners. The present data are not good enoug
reveal this effect, but this prediction should certainly be k
in mind and investigated in future experiments.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The projectile 16C

1. Previous theoretical and experimental work

The structure of the low-lying levels in16C has been in-
vestigated @58–61# in the reactions 14C(t,p)16C and
14C(t,pg)16C. Tilley et al. @62# discuss properties and th
level scheme, to which we return in Sec. IV B. The structu
of 16C is expected to correspond to14C^

18O. Since14C is a
near-magic nucleus, the simplest conjecture is that the n
tron pair of 16C should be similar to that of18O, which has a
relatively pures21d2 two-particle configuration with spec
troscopic factors@63# C2S(1s1/2)50.38 and C2S(0d5/2)
51.44, and where the missing part is a 4p-2h collective
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contribution. The wave functions in Ref.@63# were later used
in the study of the mirror nucleus18Ne @64# and successfully
reproduced the observed Coulomb energy shifts. When
LSF model@63# is applied to16C, thes2 andd2 components
are about equal and the spectroscopic factors would be a
C2S(1s1/2)50.93 andC2S(0d5/2)51.07 @65#. As discussed
in the next section, the origin of the difference between
18O and 16C spectroscopic factors is mainly in the change
single-particle energies.

The experimental situation for the next lighterN510 iso-
tone 14Be is interesting but less clear experimentally. T
breakup reaction to12Be @66# leads to a narrow momentum
distribution indicating a halo structure, presumably arisi
from a substantials2 component. The same is suggested
the beta-delayed neutron decay of14Be, which shows@67,68#
an almost superallowed branch (logft'3.7) to a 11 state
~not directly observed! at 1–2 MeV excitation energy. The
theory of the 14Be beta decay has been discussed
Timofeyuk and Descouvemont@69#. A recent 2n pairing
model calculation@70# suggests, somewhat surprisingly,
negative-parity ground state of13Be and spectroscopic fac
tors of 0.9, 0.6, and 0.5 for single-neutron breakup to the1

2
2

ground state, the12
1 and 5

2
1 s andd states, respectively.

2. Present shell-model results

For 18O, WBP and WBT are equivalent to thesd–shell
USD results withC2S(1s1/2)50.30 andC2S(0d5/2)51.58
@with the remaining inC2S(0d3/2)50.12 leading to a state a
high excitation energy#. For 16C, WBP givesC2S(1s1/2)
50.60 andC2S(0d5/2)51.23, and WBT givesC2S(1s1/2)
50.78 andC2S(0d5/2)51.07. One reason for the differenc
can be related to the15C spectrum with the5

2
1 excited state

at 0.38 MeV with WBP and at 0.66 MeV with WBT, com
pared to the experimental energy at 0.74 MeV; and on
basis the WBT results are preferred. The spectroscopic
tors depend upon the spacing of the single-particle ener
and, in particular, the crossing of the single-particle energ
between17O ~where the1

2
1 is 0.87 MeV above the52

1) and
15C, which gives rise to the large change between18O and
16C.

3. Experimental results and discussion

The neutron knockout reaction on16C ~neutron separation
energySn54.25 MeV @71#! leads to the two~only! bound
levels of 15C, the 1

2
1 ground state and the52

1 state at 0.740
MeV @72#. The latter has a long half-life~2.6060.07 ns!,
which combined with the high velocity of the residues cau
theg rays to be emitted at a mean distance of 34 cm from
center of the detectors, which are only 20 cm long. T
means that the Doppler correction scheme described in
II B fails. In fact, most gamma rays are emitted outside of
apparatus reducing the detected intensity. Figure 2 shows
g-ray spectrum measured in coincidence with15C residues
without the Doppler back-correction.

Fortunately, accurate estimates of the continuum distri
tion are available from our previous experiments on11Be @6#
and 12Be @8#. In the latter case, the onlyg has an energy of
0.320 MeV and provides, after normalization to the sa
3-7
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number of outgoing residues, an excellent estimate of
continuum distribution in the 0.740 MeV region.~The more
indirect estimate of@6# agrees well with the16C and 12Be
results.! Above this, the two agree in shape and intensity
within 15%. The 16C data in Fig. 2 show a clear exce
above the12Be background in the region 0.5–0.8 MeV.
simulated response curve of the NaI array to the isom
decay was generated in a Monte Carlo procedure in wh
the gamma events were assumed to appear downst
along the beam axis with the appropriate exponential dis
bution. The response was then simulated by theGEANT code,
as before. The resulting efficiency turned out to be redu
by a factor of 4 as compared to instantaneous emission
combined fit to the components in Fig. 2 gave an abso
branch of 30610 % to the excited5

2
1 state with the error

determined by the statistics alone. However, this resul
almost certainly an underestimate, corresponding to an o
estimate of the detection efficiency. This is because
simulation did not include the size and divergence of
incoming beam and the angular spread of the outgoing r
dues, nor did it include the way that these affect the abso
tion of the low-energy gamma rays emitted in the backw
direction. We take this analysis as providing a semiquant
tive but direct indication of the contribution of the appea
ance of thed2 component in the16C ground state. The sta
tistics in Fig. 2 are insufficient to permit an extraction of t

FIG. 2. Laboratory systemg-ray spectra from9Be(16C,15C
1g)X ~filled circles! and 9Be(12Be,11Be1g)X ~open circles!, nor-
malized to the number of projectile fragments. The solid lines
simulated response functions for the 0.74 MeVg ray from the
decay in flight of 15C* and for the 0.32 MeVg ray from 11Be* .
The inset shows experimentalg-ray spectra from11Be and15C for
Eg.1 MeV. The ‘‘tails’’ above theg lines, the only discrete lines
present, are the continuum distributions discussed in the text.
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momentum distribution to the excited level, but since t
assignments in the15C nucleus are well established, this
probably of little importance.

A more accurate estimate of the branching ratio was
tained from the measured inclusive longitudinal moment
distribution of the residues shown in Fig. 3. Experience fro
previous experiments has shown that the theoretically ca
lated momentum distributions lead to shapes that are w
reproduced by experiment. As these, furthermore, are v
different fors- andd-state knockout, it is easy to arrive at th
overall fit ~envelope! shown in the figure. The criterion
adopted to fix the limits of the fit was to consider the m
mentum acceptance range of62.5%. The geometrical los
for the inclusive spectrum was estimated to be 2% by
method described in Sec. II A. The extrapolation of the e
velope gave momentum acceptance losses of 4%. Both
rections were applied to the measurement to give the t
~inclusive! cross section of 7769 mb reported in Table I.
This agrees reasonably well with the inclusive one-neut
removal cross section of 6566 mb for 16C recently measured
at 55 MeV/nucleon by Sauvanet al. @24# and their calculated
value of 75 mb is essentially identical with ours. The resu
ing intensity of the broad (d-wave! component gave 58
66 % excited state contribution to the cross section. Thi
twice the value obtained from the analysis of coincide
gamma rays and suggests that the simulation of the dela
events overestimated theg detection efficiency.

Table I compares the measured partial cross sections
the theoretical results obtained as the product of the spec

e

FIG. 3. Inclusive longitudinal momentum distribution of the15C
fragments produced in one-neutron removal reactions of16C on a
9Be target. The experimental errors are smaller than the size o
points. The full-drawn line is a fit with the short-dashed lines sho
ing the individual theoretical components. The thin lines indic
the error limits allowed by the fit. The broad component cor
sponds to 5866% d wave and the narrow one to 4276% s wave.
3-8
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scopic factor and the single-particle cross section as
cussed in Sec. III. For the case of16C, it was also necessary
as in Ref.@8#, to take into account the radial mismatch fact
arising from the difference in single-particle potential b
tween the two nuclei. This is not included in the shell-mod
calculations used here. The effective neutron separation
ergies~to which the wave function must be adjusted! are for
15,16C, respectively, 1.22 and 4.25 MeV for thes state and
0.48 and 4.99 MeV for thed state. In the table the correctio
has been included in the theoretical partial cross sect
with the values 0.897 and 0.948. We see that the nonove
effect is less important for thel 52 state, which is already
spatially constrained by the angular momentum barrier.
the direct comparison with the shell-model occupancies
the 16C neutron pair, we divide the experimental cross s
tions by the corresponding single-particle cross sections
mismatch factors and obtain spectroscopic factorsC2Sexp*
corresponding to the quantities defined in@8#. The resulting

values and experimental error limits are 0.5660.10 (1
2

1) and

1.2860.20 (5
2

1). They are in excellent agreement with th
theoretical spectroscopic factors 0.60 and 1.23, respectiv

B. The projectile 17C

1. Previous theoretical and experimental work

The levels of17C have been studied in the multinucleo
transfer reaction48Ca(18O,17C)49Ti by Fifield et al. @73#.
The lowest state, interpreted as the ground state, has a
tron separation energy of 0.72960.018 MeV @71# based on
this and a previous measurement. Fifieldet al. found a cross
section five times larger to a level at 0.395 MeV. The ana
sis by Warburton and Millener@74# interprets this as the52

1

state, expected to be favored in a two-step transfer reac
see, for example Ref.@75#. Their analysis of the beta deca
data for 17N @76,77# supports this conclusion and allows th
5
2

1 ground-state assignment to be ‘‘eliminated model in
pendently.’’ Of the remaining likely spin-parity assignmen
for the ground state,12

1 and 3
2

1, they prefer the latter, bu
both remain ‘‘quite possible.’’ Several theoretical pape
@19,22,23# have dealt with the one-neutron removal reactio
on 17C.

2. Present shell-model results

As discussed in Sec. III A, the WBP and WBT intera
tions both present a triplet of low-lying states for17C. The
present experimental results are in agreement only with
spectroscopic factors based upon the3

2
1 ground state. The

WBP interaction gives a3
2

1 ground state and this will be
used for further comparisons. However, for the given s
parity of 3

2
1 the spectroscopic factors are very similar b

tween WBP and WBT.
The 3

2
1 state is a deformed component of th

(0d5/2,1s1/2)
3 configuration. It is related to theV5 3

2
1 Nils-

son orbital, but is also influenced by the low-lying nature
the seniority-three32

1 component of the (d5/2)
3 configuration

for the three neutrons. A similar situation occurs for21Ne
which has a3

2
1 ground state in agreement with the US
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interaction @40#. The sd-shell USD value for the21Ne to
20Ne spectroscopic factor isC2S(0d3/2)50.028 compared
with the experimental upper limit of 0.03@78#. This indicates
that the 0d3/2 single-particle component is very small.

The 3
2

1 seniority-three neutron configuration appears
0.096 MeV in 19O. The USD spectroscopic factor for picku
from this 3

2
1 state to the ground state of18O is C2S(0d3/2)

50.013. This state is indeed populated very weakly in
18O(d,p)19O reaction@79# and the observed angular distr
bution is characteristic of a multistep process. With the W
interaction, the largest components of the17C 3

2
1 state are

32% for @(0p3/2)
8,(0p1/2)

2,(0d5/2)
3# and 31% for

@(0p3/2)
8,(0p1/2)

2,(0d5/2)
2,(1s1/2)

1#, with the remaining
37% in small components. As in the21Ne and19O examples
above, the 0d3/2 component is small resulting in
C2S(0d3/2)50.035 for the 17C 3

2
1 state to the 16C 01

ground state. As discussed in the next section, the stron
sd spectroscopic factors are to the excited 21 state in 16C.
The consequences and interpretation of this unusual situa
will be discussed.

3. Experimental results

The Doppler-correctedg-ray spectrum from the decay o
the 16C residues produced in one-neutron knockout reacti
from 17C is shown in Fig. 4. The simplified level scheme
16C, based on@61,62#, is sketched in Fig. 5. The gamma pea

FIG. 4. Doppler-correctedg-ray spectrum measured i
9Be(17C,16C1g)X. The black curve is a fit to the spectrum usin
an exponential curve for the background and response funct
~grey curves! for each of theg-ray transitions shown in the simpli
fied level scheme of Fig. 5. The dashed line corresponds to
estimated upper limit of 2% for the direct transition from theJ
52 level at 3.99 MeV to the ground state. Inset:g spectrum gated
on the transitions between the levels at.4 MeV and the 21 level at
1.77 MeV. The spectrum was fitted using the same procedure
scribed above.
3-9
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at 1.77 MeV arises in the decay from the first 21 level at
1.77 MeV to the16C ground state. The broad peak near 2
MeV is assumed to represent decays from the three~unre-
solved! levels near 4.1 MeV to the 21(1.77 MeV! state. The
background was parametrized as an exponential, as in F
and Refs.@6,8#. The total experimental spectrum was fitte
with the individual response functions obtained from t
Monte Carlo simulations superimposed on the backgrou
This leads to the branching ratiosbexp given in Table I. The
branch to the ground state of 1969% was obtained from an
intensity balance; since this relatively large cross section
agrees with the shell-model calculations, we have exami
whether the number would be consistent with zero. From
following analysis we conclude that there is definitely a su
stantial branch to this state.

An alternative explanation for the relatively strong cro
section to the ground state would be the presence of un
servedg rays, which would distort the intensity balanc
Two possibilities were examined. The first would be a sm
direct branch to the ground state from theJ52 level near 4
MeV. An upper limit of 2% was estimated as shown by t
dashed curve in Fig. 4. This is consistent with shell-mo
calculations. Another possibility would be that part of t
intensity in the broad peak near 2.3 MeV would arise from
state of this energy decaying directly to the ground state.~No
such state is known or expected@62#.! Such ag ray clearly
would not be in coincidence with the 1.77g ray, while the
other 2.3 MeVg rays are followed by this to 100%. We hav
examined this possibility by searching for triple coincidenc

FIG. 5. Partial longitudinal momentum distributions correspon
ing to the states indicated in the simplified level scheme of16C. ~a!
and~b! The solid curves are the calculated momentum distributi
with a mixture ofs andd waves shown as dashed and dotted-das
lines, respectively@8% s and 92%d in ~a!, 26%s and 74%d in ~b!#.
~c! The solid curve is the calculated momentum distribution o
pured wave.
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~residue–g-g) in the data. With a gate onEg.2.3 MeV the
spectrum, shown as an inset in Fig. 4, was obtained and fi
with the response function for the 1.77 MeVg ray and an
exponential background. The result was then compared
quantitative basis with an event-by-event simulation gen
ated with ag ray from the first excited level at 1.77 MeV
produced simultaneously with ag ray from one of the three
levels atE.4.1 MeV. The ratio between the experiment
intensity for the coincident events and the intensity obtain
in the simulation was 105615 %. The error limit would al-
low for at most a 5%~absolute! feeding of the ground state
via such a mechanism, rather unlikely in the first pla
These results support the level scheme assumed in the r
hand side of Fig. 5 and the branching ratios for the knock
cross section given in Tables I and II.

Yet another experimental effect that, at least in princip
might call the normalization into question and explain t
enhanced cross section to the16C ground state would be th
presence of the spin-parity12

1 state of17C as a contaminan
isomer in the beam. This state has a reaction cross sec
that goes predominantly to the ground state of the resid
see Table II. We saw in connection with the analysis of
16C experiment in Sec. IV A 3 that a half-life of a few n
gave a mean flight path for the residues of 0.34 m. A half-
that was a factor 100 or more longer would allow isome
produced in the primary production target of the A1200 fra
ment separator to reach the experiment. Since the positio
the 1

2
1 state is unknown but presumably low in energy, su

a long half-life is entirely possible. However, as will be di
cussed below, the momentum distribution belonging to t
component would have a very characteristicl 50 shape in
contradiction with the experiment, which givesl 52, as
shown in Fig. 5. Hence also this explanation can be
cluded.

The inclusive longitudinal momentum distribution of th
16C residues was measured and found to be consistent
earlier measurements@11,15#. The estimated angular accep
tance correction was 3.6%. From theg coincidence informa-
tion, the distribution could be separated into three com
nents corresponding to feeding of the ground state, the1

level, and the 4.1 MeV group of levels. In view of the rel
tively large error on the intensity of the ground-state bran
obtained by subtracting an 81% correction from the inclus
spectrum, we have verified that the shape remains st
within the error limits given. The reason for this is that th
shapes for the excited levels are very similar, all three be
dominated byl 52 components. The distributions were fitte
with theoretical momentum distributions as described in S
III B assumingl 50,2 components, in the momentum ran
corresponding to the62.5% instrumental momentum acce
tance. The most interesting result was found for the distri
tions to the excited states, which are an admixture ofs andd
waves, with a dominantd-wave character in both cases (9
68 % for the 4.1 MeV group of levels, and 74610 % for
the 21 state!. This is the second case of a cross section w
mixed l values observed in our experiments.@The reaction
9Be(14B,13Bgs)X was found @7# to be predominantlyl 50
with an 1163 % l 52 admixture.# Finally, the cross section
to the 16C ground state is essentiallyl 52. The total inclusive
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cross section, after extrapolation of momentum accepta
losses~estimated to be 2.4%!, is 115614 mb, about two
standard deviations above the value of 8469 mb measured
@24# at 49 MeV/nucleon. The information supplied by th
momentum distributions has made it possible to subdiv
the measured cross section to the 1.77 MeV level into thl
components given in Tables I and II. We now compare t
evidence with the theoretical calculations.

The literature leaves two options for the17C spin, 1
2

1 and
3
2

1, as summarized in the preceding subsection. The abs
of an l 50 reaction to the16C ground state is basicall
enough to fix the spin as32

1. This is actually the assignmen
that we propose and the one used in the discussion of
structure and spectroscopic factors in Table I. However
demonstrate that the spectroscopic factors measured in
present work allow on their own a unique determination
the spin, we show in Table II the predicted cross sections
branching ratios for assumed spin-parity assignments of1

2
1

and 5
2

1. The former is clearly excluded by the predicte
dominance ofs-wave knockout to the ground state with on
weak branches to the excited states, both contradicted
experiment. Calculations for the caseJp5 5

2
1, also listed in

Table II, are also in disagreement with experiment, wh
has the main cross section to the 1.77 MeV 21 level and
smaller branches to 0 and'4.1 MeV. The pattern predicte
for an initial spin parity of5

2
1 is exactly opposite. Only the

Jp5 3
2

1 assignment for17C explains that the main part of th
cross section goes to the 1.77 MeV 21 and about half as
much to the 4.1 MeV group. Contrary to the statement m
in Ref. @24#, an l 52 momentum distribution and the inclu
sive cross section are insufficient for determining t
ground-state spin and parity of17C as Jp5 3

2
1. The only

remaining difficulty is that the cross section to the grou
state of 16C of 22 mb is roughly one order of magnitud
larger than expected. It has been argued above that this
not appear to be an experimental problem.

It is probably useful at this point to sum up in simp
language some of the structural information conveyed by
17C results in Table I. We may think of the32

1 ground state
as having three components, of which the main one
0d5/2^ @0d5/2

2 #21. This accounts for the dominantl 52
knockout to the 21 state. The smallerl 50 component to the
same state arises from a small admixture of 1s1/2

^ @0d5/2
2 #21. There is excellent agreement between exp

ment and theory for both components. The predicted sm
cross section to the16C ground state comes from a sma
amount of 0d3/2^ @0d5/2

2 #01 in the 17C ground state and a
simple explanation for the experimental result would be t
theory for some reason underestimates this compon
There are, however, other possibilities.

Our theory for calculating the cross sections, outlined
Sec. III B, assumes explicitly that the only reaction mec
nism is the direct removal of a bound nucleon from a core
nucleons, which is otherwise a spectator. It is, however, p
sible to have contributions from other~higher order! mecha-
nisms, such as the collective contributions, of order 10 m
invoked to account for part of the (11Be,10Be) cross sections
in Ref. @6#. Another possibility, recently investigated by A
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Khalili @80# is to allow the nucleon-target interaction to in
duce transitions between different single-particle states
between differentm components of the same state. Th
mechanism, for the main 0d5/2^ @0d5/2

2 #21 component dis-
cussed here, requires a spin-flip 01 recoupling of the two
unstripped neutrons, and is estimated to contribute less
1 mb.

C. The projectile 19C

1. Previous experimental and theoretical work

The isotope19C occupies a position in the nuclear cha
similar to that of11Be, and it has attracted much interest a
possible second candidate for a well-developed one-neu
halo state. This was suggested by the low adjusted value@71#
of its one-neutron separation energy,Sn50.1660.11 MeV.
This number represents the weighted average of meas
ments carried out at Los Alamos and GANIL@81,82#. The
value of 0.24 MeV often encountered in the literature
cludes, in addition, two earlier and less precise meas
ments by the same groups in the weighted average.The
justment @71# normally excludes such results from i
recommendation. Indirect evidence discussed below sugg
that a value larger than 0.16 MeV, i.e., 0.5–1.0 MeV,
required to interpret the data in a consistent way.

Several previous experiments have investigated the st
ture of 19C by measuring the longitudinal momentum dist
butions of the core fragments18C @11,15#. The narrow
widths observed in these experiments resemble those fo
for 11Be and were suggestive of a halo structure. They we
however, wider than the adjusted neutron separation en
value would allow, which prompted speculations that the19C
ground state is dominated by complex-structure compone
Bazin et al. @11#, however, pointed out that the momentu
distribution in the Coulomb breakup of19C could be under-
stood if the neutron separation energy was about 0.6 M
An experiment by Marque´s et al. @12# observed neutrons
from 19C breakup reactions in which neutrons were detec
in coincidence with charged fragments with charge five a
lower. They found a broad component in the angular dis
bution, which they associated with nucleus-nucleus co
sions. A narrow component with a Lorentzian width para
eterG of 55 MeV/c was taken as evidence for a halo neutr
present as a spectator in the collision.

A recent experiment on the Coulomb dissociation of19C
on a lead target by Nakamuraet al. @18# represents a decisiv
step forward. They found that the angular distribution of t
decaying 18C1n system required a neutron separation e
ergy Sn of 0.5360.13 MeV and also that with this energ
they could understand the differential cross section as a fu
tion of the relative energy of the dissociation products, wh
was not the case for a value of 0.16 MeV. The absol
Coulomb cross section~neglecting possible contributions t
excited levels, discussed below! leads to a spectroscopic fac
tor of 0.67, thus showing that the dominant character of
19C ground state is 1s1/2^ 01. Since this analysis does no
correct for branches to excited states, which are expecte
be present, also for the Coulomb part of the cross section
results should be taken as qualitative.
3-11
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Interaction cross section measurements have also bee
ported for 19C on 12C at 960 MeV/nucleon@17#. The analy-
sis of these data in a few-body Glauber theory approach
shown @20# that the measureds I are consistent with aJp

5 1
2

1 19C ground state, while excludingJp5 3
2

1 and Jp

5 5
2

1 assignments. In particular, thes I datum was found to
be consistent with a dominant 1s1/2^ 01 configuration for
separation energy values ranging between 0.12 and
MeV, with spectroscopic factors between 0.7 and 1.0. T
result is consistent with the separation energy value fo
from the Coulomb dissociation experiment@18# and with the
results reported below.

A number of papers have discussed the structure and
actions of19C, primarily in the light of particle-core coupling
models@13,14,16,19,56,22,23,25#. We mention in passing an
attempt by Smedberg and Zhukov@19# to account for a per-
ceived difference in longitudinal momentum widths o
served at 77 MeV/nucleon@11# and at 910 MeV/nucleon
@15#. They invoked an additional reaction mechanism invo
ing an unspecified intermediate resonance just above
18C1n threshold. This hypothesis does not find support
the present work, where we analyze 62 and 910 Me
nucleon data in more detail below. In another analysis,
nungoet al. @25# found it difficult to reconcile the19C mo-
mentum distributions at the two energies with the measu
interaction cross section. As a remedy they proposed tha
core of 19C is considerably larger than that of free18C.

2. Present shell-model results

In the following we compare with shell-model calcul
tions @40#, which predict the presence of three bound sta
above the ground state of18C. There are two 21 levels at 2.1
MeV ~observed experimentally at 1.6260.02@73#! and at 3.4
MeV. A 01 level at 4.0 MeV, just below the neutron thres
old of 4.2 MeV, is expected to decay by a cascade of 1.6
2.4 MeV g rays, and it has a largel 50 spectroscopic facto
that would contribute noticeably to the Coulomb cross s
tion. There are two more states (21, 31) close in energy,
near 4.9 MeV, which we include in the analysis, observ
that the calculations tend to overestimate the level ener
by several hundreds of keV. The lowest levels in19C are

predicted to be (52
1,0.00), (12

1,0.05), (32
1,0.40) with ener-

gies in MeV. We take the spin-parity assignment for t
ground state to be established by the Coulomb dissocia
experiment@18#. It will be seen below that the same concl
sion can be reached independently from our data. With
WBP parameters@40# we obtain the spectroscopic facto
given in Table I, where we leave out the 3.4 MeV level f
which the spectroscopic factors are small~total 0.10 for l
52).

As discussed in Sec. III A, the WBP and WBT intera
tions both present a triplet of low-lying states for19C. The
present experimental results are in agreement only with
spectroscopic factors based upon the1

2
1 ground state. The

WBP interaction gives a1
2

1 ground state and this will be
used for further comparisons. However, for the given sp
parity of 1

2
1, the spectroscopic factors are very similar b

tween WBP and WBT.
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With WBP the largest component of the19C 1
2

1 state is
48% for @(0p3/2)

8,(0p1/2)
2,(0d5/2)

4,(1s1/2)
1# with the re-

maining 52% in smaller components. The@(0d5/2)
4,(1s1/2)

1#
configuration appears at an excitation energy of 1.33 MeV
21O with the USD interaction@40#, and may be associate
with an experimental state observed at the same energy@75#.
In the framework of WBP~and WBT! its energy is lowered
in 19C due to the 1.6 MeV downward shift of the 1s1/2 state
relative to 0d5/2 between17O and 15C.

3. Experimental results

In spite of the low intensity of the incident19C ~.0.5–1
particles/s!, enough information was collected in differen
reaction channels to confirm that its ground state is a w
developed halo state. We discuss this evidence in the foll
ing, first theg-coincidence information leading to the groun
state partial cross section and exclusive momentum distr
tion, second the inclusive momentum spectrum, and, th
the exclusive cross section for Coulomb dissociation to
18C ground state. We demonstrate that the evidence c
bines to give a consistent set of parameters for the halo s

The g-ray spectrum in coincidence with projectile res
dues had too little statistics for it to be analyzed with t
peak-fitting procedure used in the case of17C. Instead we
used all gamma rays above 0.25 MeV as a tag identify
g-coincident events and applied a correction based on
average gamma efficiency to the residual noncoincid
events.~This was the experimental approach taken pre
ously in our work on the phosphorus isotopes@4#.! The
branching ratio listed in Table I and the ground-state m
mentum distribution shown in Fig. 6 were then obtained
follows.

The gamma spectra from (16C,15C) and (12Be,11Be),
which have nog rays above 0.74 and 0.32 MeV, respe
tively, and also the previous analysis of the (11Be,10Be) re-
action@6# indicate the presence of a structureless continu
distribution that depends approximately exponentially on
energy. With an integral cutoff at 0.25 MeV, the intensity
this per fragment is approximately 9% for the three cas
and the corresponding coincident momentum distribution
very similar to that of the inclusive spectrum. The avera
detection efficiency for the excited levels was calculated
theGEANT Monte Carlo simulations and gave for the 1.6 a
2.4 g rays the efficienciese1523% ande2522.6%, respec-
tively. Assuming that the states near 4 MeV decay throu
the 1.6 MeV state, the cascade detection efficiency is aro
41%. The total efficiency was then estimated to be 38
using the relative intensities predicted by theory. With the
values, the resulting branching ratio to the ground state
5669%, consistent within the error with the result th
would be obtained if the theoretically predicted levels nea
MeV were not populated, i.e., if they were above the neut
threshold. The branching ratio has been corrected for
momentum acceptance of the spectrometer, which elimin
the ‘‘tails’’ of the momentum distributions, especially for th
l 52 component. The corrections are based on the theore
momentum distributions for a neutron separation energy
0.8 MeV and assumed the theoretical branching ratios of
excited states. This leads to the partial cross section
3-12
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148650 mb, a large value typical of a halo state.
The analysis based on integral-bias gamma tagging

leads to the ground-state momentum distribution shown
Fig. 6, narrow and consistent with ans-state halo structure
The calculations are based on the black-disk model discu
above. Together with the large partial cross section
proves the ground-state spin-parity of19C to beJp5 1

2
1, in

agreement with the analyses of@18,17,20#. The width of the
momentum distribution is quite sensitive to the separat
energy; a least-squares adjustment suggests a valueSn50.8
60.3 MeV.

An alternative way of testing the dependence on the
sumed value ofSn is to fit the inclusive momentum distribu
tion, i.e., without the gamma coincidence requirement, of
18C residues. For this analysis we assume the theore
spectroscopic factors given in Table I. The adjusted mom
tum distributions for the assumed valuesSn50.5 and 0.8
MeV are shown in Fig. 7. The result of the least-squa
analysis wasSn50.6560.15 MeV, which gives a branchin
ratio to the ground state of 4862% in good agreement with
the 5669% obtained in the gamma coincidence analys
This result is in quantitative agreement with the coinciden
analysis of the ground state momentum distribution.

Another inclusive spectrum of the projectile residues h
been obtained for19C on a12C target at 910 MeV/nucleon in
a GSI experiment@15#. This distribution is close to identica
to that of Fig. 7, and both are marginally consistent with t
given by @11#, which has much poorer statistics. For th

FIG. 6. Longitudinal momentum distribution corresponding
the ground state of the18C residues after one-neutron removal fro
19C on a 9Be target. The coincidences withg rays have been use
to correct the inclusive distribution for contributions from excit
levels. The momentum distribution corresponding to the extrac
separation energySn50.8 MeV is represented by the solid line. Th
dashed lines represent the momentum distributions correspon
to separation energies of 0.5 and 1.1 MeV. The dotted-dashed c
is calculated for ad state for a separation energy of 0.8 MeV.
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result, adjustment of a theoretical momentum distribut
similar to that in Fig. 7 leads to a somewhat lower branch
the ground state, 40% as compared with the 48% found
our energy in the same analysis. The smaller value is t
large extent accounted for by smaller nucleon-nucleon cr
sections and real-to-imaginary amplitudes at the higher
ergy. An analysis for 910 MeV/nucleon on a carbon targ
and with the theoretical spectroscopic factors of Table I
duces the theoretical ground-state branch to 40% from
46% obtained for a beryllium target at 57 MeV/nucleon. W
conclude that the experiment of Baumannet al. @15#, is en-
tirely consistent with ours.

Finally, data that we had taken for reactions of19C on a
Au target were also used to provide a constraint on the
rameters. We found an inclusive (19C,18C) cross section on
the gold target of 1.3560.18 b at 56 MeV/nucleon, which is
close to the value of 1.3460.12 b observed in the (19C,18C
1n) channel on a lead target at 67 MeV/nucleon@18#. In
order to compare more precisely, we add an~unobserved!
absorptive part assumed to be 0.15 b to the cross sectio
Nakamuraet al. @18# ~their estimate! and we scale their Cou
lomb part of the cross section with the inverse of the be
energy and with the square of the target charge number.
yields an equivalent cross section of 1.5360.14 b under our
conditions in excellent agreement with our value of 1.

d

ing
rve

FIG. 7. Inclusive longitudinal momentum distribution corr
sponding to18C residues after one-neutron removal from19C on a
9Be target. The solid lines represent the calculated inclusive
mentum distributions corresponding toSn50.5 andSn50.8 MeV
obtained as a least-squares fit assuming the branching ratios g
by the theoretical spectroscopic factors of Table I. These va
represent approximately the61s limits of the allowed interval and
correspond to ax2 of 8 and 9, respectively, for 14 degrees
freedom.~For Sn50.3 andSn51.1 MeVx2 increases to 18 and 14
respectively.! The dashed lines labeled withs and d represent the
contributions from thel 50,2 excited states forSn50.8 MeV. Their
contributions forSn50.5 MeV would be almost identical.
3-13
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60.18 b. Since our experiment observed gamma rays in
incidence with the projectile residue, we could use
gamma-ray tagging method described above for finding
8567% of the total cross section connects to the grou
state corresponding to an absolute value of 1.1560.18 b. The
contribution from the continuum distribution is considerab
higher from a gold target than from a beryllium target, es
cially at low energies. For this reason we increased the
setting for the tag to 1 MeV. The yield from the continuu
part of the spectrum was then 12% as could be deduced
the Au(16C,15C)X data ~it would have been 4% with a Be
target! and the detection efficiency was estimated~in the
same fashion as for the beryllium target! to bee tot524.3%.
The deduced ground-state cross section could now be c
pared with theoretically calculated single-particle cross s
tions based on the assumption that nuclear and Coul
contributions are additive. The nuclear part was calculate
in Ref. @5# and the electromagnetic part as in Ref.@83#.

It will be clear that the neutron separation energy and
ground-state spectroscopic factor both must be consid
unknown parameters. We use the data discussed abov
place constraints in theSn–C2S plane as shown in Fig. 8
where the boundaries corresponding to the five sets of in
data indicate limits corresponding to plus or minus one st

FIG. 8. Permitted regions in the space of spectroscopic fa
and one-neutron separation energy for the ground state of19C. The
hatched areas result from different information: measured nuc
and Coulomb breakup cross sections (snucl , sCoul! and momentum
distribution analysis (ds/dPuu). Also shown are the result from th
Coulomb dissociation experiment in Ref.@18#, deduced from
ds/dV, and the separation energy value in Ref.@71#. A consistent
description of the experimental results is given for values ofC2S
between 0.5 and 1 and ofSn between 0.5 and 1 MeV. Note that th
graph does not display the two analyses of inclusive momen
distributions discussed in the text.
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dard deviation. Two cross-hatched areas represent limits
Sn . One is from the analysis of the momentum width sho
in Fig. 6 and the other from the differential cross secti
ds/dV as a function of the center-of-mass deflection an
@18#. Two other regions of theSn–C2S plane, marked with
vertical and horizontal lines, denote limits obtained from t
absolute partial cross sections on beryllium and gold, resp
tively. The Coulomb cross section is based on our value;
result of Nakamuraet al. would place the curve slightly
higher but still within the error band. Four of the allowe
bands point to a single consistent solution corresponding
neutron separation energy of 0.5–1.0 MeV and a spec
scopic factor of 0.5–1.0~theoretical value 0.58!. This allows
the conclusion that the ground state of19C has a well devel-
oped halo, similar to that of11Be. The fifth band, represent
ing the direct mass measurement, does not allow a solu
consistent with the other experimental input.

Since the lack of precise knowledge of the19C mass has
been a main obstacle to our understanding of this cas
should be clear that it would be extremely valuable to ha
an accurate direct measurement. Still, it is probably usefu
this point to summarize the indirect evidence. The analy
based on integral gamma tagging~Fig. 6! is free from evi-
dent systematic errors, but suffers from low statistics. T
leads to the rather imprecise value of the neutron separa
energy,Sn50.860.3 MeV, which, nevertheless, has be
used for the analysis of the cross sections in Table I. T
values obtained from the analysis of the inclusive mom
tum spectrum~Fig. 7!, 0.6560.15 MeV, and from the Cou-
lomb dissociation experiment by Nakamuraet al. @18#, 0.53
60.13 MeV, are both more appealing. They suffer, howev
from uncertainties concerning the contributions from exci
levels, which were taken from theory in the former case a
neglected in the latter. The absolute nuclear and elec
cross sections of Fig. 8 are again consistent with the th
values given here, and all approaches give definitely lar
values for the separation energy than the 0.1660.11 MeV
based on the direct mass measurements. It would prob
be premature to propose a combined value at this mome

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this and previous papers we have demonstrated
knockout reactions offer a very promising spectroscopic t
that can test nuclear structure theory in considerable de
This technique also has the high sensitivity that is a prer
uisite for experiments with beams of rare isotopes. Our b
example of this, so far, is Fig. 8, for which the main part
the data was obtained in reactions induced by an incid
~secondary! beam of 19C of slightly less than one atom pe
second.~The results for25F recently presented by Sauva
et al. @24# used a similar beam intensity.! This information
has been sufficient for determining the spin and parity of
ground state and for showing that it is a neutron halo s
with a spectroscopic factor approaching unity. This is t
second established case of a pronounced single-neutron
beyond11Be, although14B and 15C might also be considere
as qualifying for this epithet. All the measurements repor
here have been limited by counting statistics and by the
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diocre resolution of the NaI~Tl! gamma detectors. Very soo
better measurements, based on a more powerful radioac
beam facility and on segmented germanium detectors, sh
become possible.

Theory is the second essential ingredient in the kind
studies presented here. One cannot overestimate the im
tance of basing experiments and analysis on rigorous th
retical models with a predetermined set of parameters an
possible, offering a clear choice of alternatives. In the field
exotic nuclei, where out of necessity only a limited amou
of experimental information is available, there is clearly
danger in working from flexible models that can be tailor
to the needs of each individual nucleus and that, see
isolation, may seem plausible. We have used a version o
many-particle shell-model that accounts very well for bo
single-particle and collective variables, and we demonst
in Table I how a combination ofl assignments and spectro
scopic factors can provide very detailed tests of nucl
structure. In the case of17C we can firmly retain a3

2
1 spin-

parity assignment, cf. the predictions for the excluded al
natives given in Table II. Note also that the experiment s
cessfully confirms the predicted 20% admixture ofl 50 in
the predominantlyl 52 knockout to the 21 level. An inter-
esting open theoretical problem is how the knockout re
tions should be applied to nuclei with strong perman
quadrupole deformations. Recently, Sakharuk a
Zelevinsky@84# performed a first investigation of this prob
lem with a simplified theory and applied the results to t
reaction (25Na,24Mg). The effects are very pronounced, e
pecially for Nilsson states with low values of the projecti
quantum numberV. The momentum distributions to mem
bers of the24Mg ground-state rotational band vary in sha
and intensity with spin and suggest a rich source of inform
tion that calls to mind the ‘‘fingerprints’’ seen in transfe
reactions at low energy on rare-earth nuclei@1#.

The absolute precision of the method still is an open qu
tion. We have, until now, investigatedl values and spectro
scopic factors in about 20 partial cross sections for pro
and neutron removal reactions in thep and sd shells, and
seem to find consistent results. In a previous paper@8#, we
have offered preliminary estimates of the experimental
theoretical errors and arrive in both ways at a relative va
of 620%. It remains to be seen whether this holds~or im-
proves! as more evidence accumulates, or whether there
be a need for fine-tuning the theory. Our current impress
is that the knockout reactions show promise of becoming
interesting precision complement to the classical pickup
actions at low beam energies.

A more fundamental question is why there is such go
agreement between experimental and theoretical cross
tions. The connection between the two is provided by
~1!, which supplies the heuristic link between two seemin
unconnected theories. The spectroscopic factors are de
in a severely truncated Hilbert space with nucleons assu
to be the fundamental building blocks. These are subjec
effective interactions, which take values adjusted to comp
sate for the neglected degrees of freedom. The reac
theory used for calculating the stripping and diffraction d
sociation cross sections also, as it seems successfully, s
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from a picture of quasi-free nucleons, generally believed
be valid at very high energies. Essential input parameters
nucleon densities and free nucleon–nucleon scattering c
sections. In the present work, this version of Glauber the
is applied well below the energy at which it is usually a
sumed to become a good approximation. In both calculati
we have relied on pre-existing parameter selections and h
obtained good agreement on an absolute scale.

It is tempting to speculate that this agreement is no
mere coincidence. The reason could be that the reactions
surface dominated@5,53#, and that they sample predom
nantly the nuclear exterior. In this region, where the dens
is low, we may expect the nucleons of the effectiv
interaction theory to have properties close to those of a
nucleon. To give a rough quantitative scale for the aver
size of the exterior sampled in the experiments, consider,
the case of a beryllium target, the ratio of a typical sing
particle stripping cross section of about 30 mb to the fr
neutron reaction cross section at the same energy of 300
This means that the observed cross sections represen
outer 10% of the single-particle wave function. The sa
argument is the key point in the analysis of the moment
distributions@35–37#, namely that the reactions sample ju
the momentum content of this external region and are b
to contributions from the~unexplored! interior. As was al-
luded to in the Introduction to the present paper, the do
nance of the nuclear surface is a general characteristi
nuclear spectroscopy via transfer reactions at lower energ
The same effect appears in a slightly different disguise
experiments designed to draw inferences about reaction
astrophysical interest by measuring asymptotic normaliza
coefficients of single-particle wave functions at large d
tances, as in@85# and other work cited therein. In contrast
this, experiments with electrons and other purely electrom
netic probes can give information relating to the nuclear
terior. Dieperink and de Witt Huberts@86# find that the gen-
eral occupancy of single-particle proton orbitals below t
Fermi surface, as determined from the charge densities
only 75610% rather than unity and that for (e,e8p) single-
proton removal reactions, the reduction can be even m
drastic. For the nucleus most relevant to those discusse
the present paper,12C, the spectroscopic factors to the3

2
2

and 1
2

2 states of11B are only 65% and 50%, respectively, o
the values predicted by a shell-model calculation similar
the one used here. One may speculate that these differe
are connected with nuclear-matter effects that are not dire
relevant to nuclear shell structure. In this connection it
suggestive that the experimental charge density for the 4s1/2
proton in the outer 5–8 fm of208Pb seems to be above o
close to the theoretical single-particle density while it is b
low elsewhere@87#. The question as to what precisely are t
quantities determined in our experiments and why the
proach works so well is clearly one that deserves furt
study.

The experiment involving the excited level of15C showed
that isomeric states produced in the knockout reaction
give rise to experimental complications and serves as a
minder that it may be prudent~as well as rewarding! in gen-
3-15
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eral to carry out a separate search for possible unknown
mers in the outgoing residues~what one could call the
‘‘tertiary beam’’!. The presence of isomers in the second
beam from fragmentation has already allowed Grzyw
et al. @88# to discover a number of interesting new isome
This suggests as another possibility the use of the techni
discussed in the present paper for investigating spectrosc
reactions of isomers. If the outcome of the reactions w
sufficiently different, the presence of two species in the be
ns
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may not be an unsurmountable obstacle, provided that
ratio of the intensities were known from direct experimen
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